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Valuing Spatially Integrated Amenities and Risks in Coastal
Housing Markets

ABSTRACT
Hallstrom and Smith (2005) argued that coastal amenities and risk arc so highly correlated that conventional

hedonic methods cannot identify separate effects. In this study, we construct a thrce-dirnensional measure of

view, nccounting for natural topography and built obstructions, that varies independent of the risk to

disentangle these spatiall}f integmtc(1 housing characteristics. A spatial hedonic model is developed to provide

consistent estimates of the willingness to pay for coastal amenities and risk. Our findings suggest an

alternative to the J-Iallstrom and Smith approach that incorporates the multiple dimensions of spatial

attributes can be successful in isolating risk from amenities on the coast.

Keywords: coastal amenities, coastal hazards, hedonic prices, spatial regression
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Valuing Spatially Integrated Amenities and Risks in Coastal
Housing Markets

I. Introduction

Coastal areas in the U.S. have been witness to growing population and increased economic activity in recent

years. Population in the coastal zone grew 37.20/0 between 1970 and 2000, and while this growth is roughly

proportional to the average growth seen in interiol' parts of the country over the same time pcdod,

population density in the coastal zone is two to three times higher (Colgan 2004). The contribution of coastal

areas to economic activity is rather large given the limited land area: whereas the coastal zone contains only

40/0 of U.S. land area, economic acti.yity in the coastal zone contributed 11% to the U.S. economy in 2000

(Colgan 2(04).1 The relatively dense population and abundant economic act.ivity in the coastal zone is

cxposed to vagades stemming from the interaction of land, sea, and climate, placing coastal development at

considerable risk. Natural hazard risks in the coastal zone include storms Olllrrie~nesand nor'eastcrs on the

cast coast), with associated flooding and wind damage, as weU as ewsion stemming fWI11 stonns and sca level

rise. Recent predictions suggest that we are entering a period of increased stann activity (Goldenberg et al.

2001; \X1cbster et al. 2005), and sea level is projected to rise 9 to 88 centimeters ovcr the next century

(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2(01) creating potential problems for the coastal

economy.

Meanwhile, coastal property values continue to soar and construction projects in the coastal zone expand.2

Do buyers and builders in the coastal zone comprehend the diverse risks that characterize this landscape?

One way to address this question is with data on housing sales. The hedonic property model provides an

intuitive 2n21ytical tool th2t can be used to exatnine the effects of housing characteristics on prices. If coastal

properties in a single housing market vary in their degree of risk of storm/ flood damage and buyers and

sellers observe and react to these variations, then the hedonic price function will reflect variations in propetty

risk. From the perspective of the household, marginal implicit prices from the estimated hedonic price model

can be interpreted as marginal willingness to pay for housing attributes (Rosen 1974). A nUl11ber of papers

have utilized this approach to value risk (Beron et al. 1997; Gayer, I-Iarnilton, and Viscusi 2000; Simmons,

Kruse, and Smith 2000; Landry, Keeler, and Kriesel 2003; Bin and Polasky 2(04).

1 Contribution to economic activity Is measured by employment and value added (Colgan 2004).

2 For example, an article by Frank Norton In the Raleigh News & Observer reports that average seiling prices for residential
properties In Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina have Increased 420 percent since 2001, and the number of building permits In
Carolina Beach over the previous 24 month period exceed Ihe number of permits Issued ovor the past 20 years ("Beach Prices Ride
Crest" 29 May 2005). Wrightsville Beach and Carolina Beach are two of our study slles.
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In coastal zones, however, risk is often highly correlated with coastal amenities, such as water-frontage,

distance to beach, and ocean view..Hallstrom and Smith (2005) claim that this correlation is perfect (or close

to perfect) and make usc of a repeat sales model and a difference-in-difference framework to value changes in

subjective risk assessment due to a u near miss" hurricane event-which they identif}' as a change in

infonnaUon.3 In essence, both risk and amenities at<e spatially-delineated, and the degree of correlation

between these spatial attributes can be high in the coastal setting. Nonetheless, risks and amenities may not

be perfectly conelated-it depends on how the researcher describes and models agent perceptions and thus

how housing attributes are measured. Our findings :'luggest an altemative to the Hallstrom and Smith

approach that incorporates the rnultiple dirnensions of spatial attributes can be successful in isolating risk

from amenities on the coast.

This stud}' uses spatial econometric methods and parcel measures derived using geographic information

systems (GIS) to provide separate estimates of the marginal value of both coastal risks and amenities in the

hedonic framework using the conventional modeling approach-a parametric regression model utili:dng data

on housing attributes and a single sales price for each propeny. Our study area is comprised of beach

communities in New I-hnover County, North Carolina. The selected comrnunit.ies are among the most

highly developed areas in the region and Me at risk of flooding and shoreline erosion due primaril)' to severe

weather events such as tropical storms and nor'easters.

\Y/e use Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) flood maps to identify Special Flood I-fazarel Areas

(1 % chance of flooding per year), and use a dichotomous classification for aU properties in out sample

according to this distiuction. The North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources

provided information on historical emsion rates (though for out sample there is no variation in this risk

measure). Coastal atnenities that vary by p<lrccllocation are measured using spatial data processing

techniques implemented within GIS. \Y./e utilize LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data and temporal

information on parcel development histories to create a quantitative measure of ocean view for each parcel.

Our view measure is both spatiall}' and temporally explicit in that it accounts for the fact that views can

change over space :md t.ime as buildings and infrasu'ucture surrounding a propeny are altered,4 Wle also

quantify for each parcel the Euclidean distance to the beach/ocean shoreline. Given that the ocean view and

distance measures need not be perfectly correlated with risk rneasures, our spatial econometril;: analysis allows

for identification of these differential effects.

J A high degree of correIa lion between rlsk'and coastal amenities Is also noted In 81n, Kruse, and Landry (2005). If amenltles are
nollncluded In their model, the marginal value of risk takes on the ~wrong~ sign due to the correlation with amenllfes. However,
IncludIng amenity measures In their model fixes the problem, suggesUn'g thai correlation among risk and amenllles Is not perfect.

4 Our data support the claim that ocean vIews can change. for example, of the 69 houses that sold In 2001 having an ocean view,
18 (25%) experienced a decrease in the amount vIew from 2000 to 2001 due to newly build structures. The mean decrease In
angular field of view was 14.4 degrees with a maximum decrease of 36.4 degrees.
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II. A Simple Behavioral Framework

We take an approach similar to Hallstrom and Smith (2005) (hereafter HS) by considering a simple expected

utility maximization problem with only two outcomes, hunicane (H) and no hurricane (NH),S Out" primary

modifi~ation to their model is that we do not restrict amenities and risk to be represented by a onc

dimensional attribute-distance from the beach, r..........<ls do HS. Flood and erosion risk, in fact, vary ncmss

multjplc physical dimensions, as does view amenity.6 Distance frorn the beach is included in our model as

only a measure of pr<?ximity, presumably reflecting recreational value (to the extent that one can control for

variation in erosion risk along the shore). The household's expected utility function is:

v = P(l~E)UII{tI,l;b,1IJ - /((tJ,l;b,I~E,io) - L(b,F,E,io}j

+ (I -P(F,E))UNH{II,I;b,1IJ - /((v,r,b,F,E,io)),

(1)

where the utility function is state dependent)p(r~E)is the subjective probability of a damage-producing event,

F represents location in a flood zone) E represents location in an erosion hazal'd zone (historical erosion rate

as proxy)) fJ represents view amenity, h is a vector of housing characteristics, 11/ is income) H(.) is housing sales

price (expressed in annual terms if income is expressed in annual terms), L(.) is the size of the monetary loss

due to storm net of insurance coverage, and io is the insurance rate per dollar of coverage. Note that hazard

risks and amenities arc represented by diffel·ent covadates in (I). This specification differs ftom that of HS)

in which I~ distance from the shore, represents both hazards and amenities. Generally) we assume thatF and

E vary independently of V and 1:7 In addition, we assume that hazard information is constant over the period

of our analysis and therefore suppress the I-IS infonnation parameter, I.

Under competitive market conditions, buyers take the hedonic price schedule as givcn and optimize expectcd

utility through the choice of housing characteristics, with residual incorne leftover for consumption of a

composite commodity. Assuming continuous fisk and amenity measures, in equilib~·illm we have the

following:

(2)

(3)

f> We retaIn the hurricane/no hurricane &tates of nature In keepIng with the HS framework but use hurricane to represent any flood
and erosIon produclng weather event.

I> Flood risk depends upon localion within the floodplain, which varies with latitude, longllude, and elevallon. ErosIon risk Increases
with proximity to the waterfront, but typically varies along the coastline (as evidenced by variation In historic erosion rates).
likewise, views vary with latitude, 10ngllude, and elevation, and change over lime as surrounding development evolves.

lOur data only partially support thIs contention. We are unable to examine erosion risk because there Is no variation In the
hIstorical erosion rate estimates for New Hanover County. As such, distance from the shore will be correlated with erosIon risk
because there Is not additional variation In erosion risk across the shoreline. The case of New Hanover County Is peculiar and
rather unique In the regard, as most coastal counties exhIbit varlallon In the historical erosion rate.
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for fl::: lV',md j::: F,E. Equadol1 (2) indkates that the marginal implicit hedonic pricc fot" arnenities rcflects

the expected amcnity value. Equation (3) indicates that the marginn} implicit price for risk attributes refl<;cts:

(i) the perceived marginal change in the probability of stol'ln damage,pfi (ii) the incremental utility difference

across states, UH - UNH; and (iii) the marginal impact of risk on the mngnitude of loss,pUl/"J-j. Dividing by

the expected value of the marginal utility of income produces measures of willingness to pay. If one is willing

to assume that risk attributes affect only the pt'Obability of loss and not the magnitude of loss, or vice versa,

equation (3) sin1plifies somewhat.' We use the framework of (1) and the results in (2) and (3) to guide our

formulation of the hedonic price model and interpret the parameter estimates.

III. Study Area and Data

Our study area encompasses fouf primary beach communities - Carolina Beach, Figure Eight Island, Kure

Beach, and \'hightsville Beach - along the Atlantic Coast of New Hanover County, Nonh CaroHna (Figure

1). Ongoing developrncnt has increased overall exposure of private and social capitnl assets to natural

disasters such as storm surge flooding and shoreline et'Osion caused by severe weather events. Over the

period of our analysis a number of hurricanes made landfall along the Nonh Carolina coastline. Between

1995 and 2002, six named storms affected the southeastern coast of North Carolina~Arthur,Bertha and

Fmnin 1996, Bonnie in 1998, and Dennis and Floyd in 1999. Despite t~c high level of hurricane activity,

structumllosses in the study area were relatively rninor. Fot example, during hurricanes Dennis and Floyd

(Floyd being the strongest storm d~ring this period at category 4) only one building was destroyed in

\X1rightsville Beach, while a more significant portion were threatened by erosion in other areas~63 properties

on Figure Eight Island and 5 each in Carolina Beach and Kure Beach (Rogers 2000). Given the relatively

high level of hurricane activity, we feel it is reasonable to assume that buyers and sellers wetc cognizant of

natural hazard risks when engaging in the housing market during the period of Oul' analysis. W/e assume the

level of information and pcrception.s of risk arc constant over this time period. Moreovet, since direct

impacts on the study area were relatively minor we can be relatively confident that exogenous shifts in

housing supply are not likely to playa role, and thus the hedonic property price function should be telatively

stable.

\V./e utilize a rich spatial dataset thnt includes property parcel boundaries and a gridded elevation surface all

stored within a GIS using the North Carolina State Plane coordinate systern (with horizontal and vertical

units in feet and referencing the 1983 Nonh American datum). Elevation surfaces were dcrived from

LIDAR source data obtained from thc National Occnnic and Atmospheric i\dministtation. Parcel data were

8 For example, IfJaffects the probability of loss, bul not the magnItude-self protection In the parlance of Ehrlich and Becker
(1972}-ltem (HI) will not appear In equallon (3). On the hand, If j affects the magnitude of loss, but not the probablHly-what
Ehrllch and Becker refer to as self Insurance-Items (I) and (II) will not appear In equation (3).
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obtained frorn the New I-hoover County Tax Office aod contained information on sale yeal', sale price, and

various structural attributes. W/c selected a total of 1,075 single-family residential homes that were sold in our

foul' study communities between 1995 and 2002. I-louse sales prices are adjusted to 2002 prices using a

conSUmel" price index fOl' housing. The average selling price was $297,968 with a minimum sales priee of

$30,298 and a maximum of $3,575,000. The first and third (]uartile of the sales price is $110,000 and

$295,000, respectively.

An innovation of this shH..Iy is our amenit-y measure of ocean view calculated using GIS techniques. fI.'lost

shtdies measure water view using binary or ordinal values (Le. total, partial, or no view) obtained from site

visits, tax assessor mass appraisal data, or map-based interpretation of relative location (Le. waterfront;::: total

view, interior;::: partial or no view) (Benson et ai. 1998; Fraser and Spencer 1998; Rinehart and Pornpe 1999;

Seiler et al. 2001; Bateman et al. 2002; Bourassa et al. 2004).9 Advances in geospatial tech nolo!:,')' and data

availability have enabled objective, quantitative measures of spatial envirol1lnental attributes (Geoghegan et aI.

1997; Bateman et al. 2002) including views. Research in geographic information science, urban planning, and

landscape architecture has developed novel approaches to representation and rneasurenlent of view (Fisher

1995,1996; Kidner et al. 2001; O'Sullivan and Turner 2001; Turner et al. 2001; Con and Goodchild 2002;

Fisher-Gewittzman et al. 2003; Llobera 2003; Jiang 2005; KUlllsap et ai. 2005), Behavioral research, aided in

some cases by the use of GIS, has related view characteristics to human behavioral patterns (Bishop 2003;

Turner 2003; Wiener and Franz 2004; Stamps 2005a, 2005b). Propcrty valuation studies have begun to adopt

G IS-based approaches to view (Lake et al. 2000; Wing and Johnson 2003; Paterson and Boyle 2002; Bishop et

a1. 2004). Gur measure of ocean view, which we denote as JiieJJJ, was created using a carefully constructed

database subjected to a multi-step processing sequence involving customized programs. All processing was

implemented using Arc/Info GIS software. Next section describes in detail our stratem' to quantify ocean

vicw, About 32% of the properties (346 out of the 1075 properties in our data) have a positive value of Jiiew,

and an average of ocean vicw is about 18.37 degrees in one mile distance.

Another important coastal amenity measure is the distance to nearest beach, Earlier studies have shown that

proximity to shoreline is highl}f dcsimblc in housing markets (Shabman and Bertelson 1979; fI.,mon, Gressel,

and Mulkey 1984; Earnhart 2001). The average distance to the ncarest bcach is 1,743 feet for tbc selccted

properties. In addition, we utilho:ed aerial photographs to visually interpret and construct dummy variables for

the existence of pier and sound frontage. About 16% of the properties have a sound frontage and about two

thirds of those homes have ,a pier.

9 A recent artIcle by David A. Fahrenthold In Waslllngfon Post reports Ihat New Hampshire has embarked on a controversial quest
to quantify and then tax the beauty of lheir residents' vistas. The arUcle reports that currently lhere Is no scIentific way to value view
("N.H. Puis a Price on Panoramas: Property Taxes Soar Based on Scenery~ 14 November 2005),
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Our study focuses on the flood hazard risks measured b}' location within Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA).

The SFHA denotes the 100-yeal' floodplains (one percent annual chance of flooding). Flood risk areas are

identified using the Flood Insurance Rate i\-1aps fmm FEMA. \Y/e create a dummy variable that denotes

parcels located within the SFHA. R.isk measures other than flood do not vary within the sample and are

excluded from this study. Although our behavioral model in~ludes erosian risk) there is no variation in the

erosion risk far the study area, and thus we drop erosion risk in our empirical model. lO Since we cannot

control for erosion risk, we must interpret our results regarding proximity to the beach with caution, as

proximity will reflect the value of access for recreation and leisure activities but also exposme to risk from

coastal erosion.

In addition, we calculate the distance ta nearest hurricane evacuation mute and also the distance to nearest

central business district (downtown. \X!ilmington). Distances are measured as the Euclidean distance from the

centroid of the property to the nearest edge of a feature. Othet· variables used in this study include structural

characteristics of pmpe1'ties such as age of the stt1.1ctU1'e, number of bathrooms) size of lot) etc. A typical

home is about 22 }'ears old and has 9,235 square feet of lot size. Approximatel}' 90 percent of the homes

have air conditioning, and 49 percent have a fit-eplace. About 45 pel·cent of the homes are multistory units)

and 8 percent have hardwood floo1'~. Less than 5% of the homes have a detached garage Of a swimming

pool. Property tax appraisers rated about 150/0 of the homes in "good condition". \Y/e use dumm}' variables

to control for unobservable differences across townships. A large fraction of house sales occurred in

CaroHna Beach (40%) and Kure Beach (34%). Table I defines the variables used in the hedonic price

function and provides summary statistics.

Table 2 displays pair wise correlation coefficients for the amenity and risk variables included in out· anal)'sis.

The estimated correlation between flood hazard (SFHA) and distance to the beach (BEACH) is not

statistically different from zero in our dataset. This empirical result is at odds with the theoretical rnodel of

HaJlstrorn and Smith (2005), in which distance to the shore is assumed to c!osc!}' reflect flood risk. Since

flood hazard varies across multiple dimensions) the correlation with distance to t.he shore is not statisticall)'

significant in our data. The correlation coefficient for view al11enity (VIE\XI) and distance frorn the shore is

negatjve and different from zero) but is also different from negative one at p < 0.0001. Thus, view amenity

and proximity in the shore are not linearly dependent. Likewise, and more importantly, view and flood

hazard, while positively correlated, are not perfectly correlated either (p < 0.0001). Ollr data do not appear to

be ill-conditioned with respect to flooding hazards and view arnenities. \Y/e again notc that wc do not

consider erosion risk in our analysis, as there is not variation in· estimates of the historical erosion rate in New

Hanover County.

11) North Carolina DivisIon of Coastal Management reports that the long tern erosion rate for lhe study area Is about two feet per year
that do not vary across sites (htlp:lldcm2.enr.slate.nc.usfMaps!chdownload.htm).
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IV. Measuring the View

View is an intuitive concept f01" virtuaUy aU sighted persons due to everyday lived experience. Despite its

simplicity, constructing a measure of view requires defining a specific view attribute to measure among the

many possible candidates. View area is one such measure obtained [mm a J!ieJIIshed which is defined as the

total area visible from an observation point at a specified location. A tlieJlJShed need not be spatially

contiguous; total visible area may be fragmented into multiple patches. An alternative 2nd ordct" measure is

the afca of the largest single JJicJlJshed patch, or some measure of the distribution of tJieJ1fsheri patch sizes.

Descriptive measures of patch spatial configuration using concepts and techniques borrowed from. landscape

ecology have also been developed. Further, stratification of JJie1JJShed area by distance bands from the

observation point yields further area or distributional measures that differentiate between neat" and distant

views. These and other view measures are described in Batty (200 I), Germino ct aJ. (200 I), L10bera (2003),

and Stamps (2005b).

W/e selected a faid}' straightforward and intuith'e attribute to measure view. Our JJieJJJ rneasure represents the

scope of a parcel's ocean view. It identifies all possible fields of view from a central point and sums their

angular widths to yield the summed total field of view in degrees (00-3600). Prior valuation studies have

utiJjzed a subjective scope mcaSUl"e as the view attribute of interest. For coastal comrnunities, these measures

arc typically contained in mass tax appraisal databases with values having been determined in the field by local

tax asses~ors and l"epotted using ordinal codes (i.e" full, partial, or no view). \Y/e are unaware of any valuation

studies that have used quantitative measures of scope such as ours. :Moreover, despite the ability to create

GIS-based viewsheds nnd various 2nd order view measures, qunntitativc measures of scope are largely absent

in the GIS Iiteratul"e.

Creation of ?ur view measure required the construction of annual topographic surfaces from LIDAR data.

LIDAR instrumentation mounted on an airplane emits a dense array of laser pulses that strike surface

features and reflect back to the recording LIDAR sensor \vhich contains a global positioning system that

corrects for aircraft pitch and roll. The time it takes for emitted pulses to retum to the sensor is used to

determine surfnce elevations. Our base elevation layer was a gridded surface at a 5-foot pixel resolution flown

in September 2000 (Figure 2). This' topographic surface represents built structures, vegetation, and bare

earth. This is espcciall}f important to realistically measure vicw since these features act to obstruct ocean

views. A recent hedonic study by Paterson and Boyle (2002) utilizes an aerial viewshed measure created via

GIS techniques; howevel", their lneasure relied on a Hbare earth" topography that does not realistically

account for the presence of obstructjng built or vegetation features. To construct annual elevation sUffaces,

separate layers were built for each year using air photos and building height information from tax assessor
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data to add 01' subtract elevation fol' digitized building footprints as necessal'Y, A total of eight elevation

surfaces were aeated-one fol' each yeaL 11

POl" simplicity, we distill the methods used to create lJie1l' into two steps that involved: .(1) aeating a parcel's

viewshed (i.e. view area) at a I-mile distance from the parcel, and (2) calculation of the viewshed's sumrned

field of view (Le. degrees). Creating the vie\Vshed requires positioning a viuual "observer" somewhere on the

landscape. FOl" each parcel) we established an observer point at the centel' point of the building footprint at

an elevation 10 feet below the estimated maximum height of a building which was obtained from the

e1C'~'ation surfaces or from tax assessor data that reported the building's number of stories,12 An ocean zone

was demarcated using a vectOl" shm'e1ine layer that repl"esented the ocean/beach interface. The target area of

potential view was limited to the area of ocean within one mile from the observer location. To derive

viewshed, the "line of sight" my tracing technique comrnonly available in GIS software was used to identify

every 5-foot pixel in the target ocean area visible from the obset\'el' location (Figure 2).

To create oUl' final tJieJl! measure (i.e;) the summed field of view in degrees), we constructed circular arc

segments at the outer I-mile distance of the viewshed, calculated their individual lengths, and summed the

individual lengths. A hypothetical maxirnum summed arc length was the circumference of the I-mile circle,

or approximately 6.28 miles since circumference = 2 X pi X mdius. VieJ!J is therefore derived as: tJielJl =

(arclengtllmib / 6.28milcs) X 360". POl' example) an arclength of 3.14 miles translates to 1800. Given the linear

nature of our study area's shoreline; an approximate maximum possible value for lJieJJI would be 180".D Figure

3 iHusttates viewsheds and reports values for the 14m' measure for two cxmnplc properties.

V. Methods

Since the pioneering wotk of Rosen (1974), the hedonic price Inodel has been used extensively in

environmental and natural resource economics as a tool for non-market valuation. The model assurnes that

values of heterogeneous goods are reflected in pl'icc differentials. Residential property can be distinguished

based upon structural) neighborhood, and envil'Onrnental characteristics, and one can assume that utility

II As an example, to calculate view for transacllons In 1997, we used the 1997 elevatlon surface for whIch elevations for build!ng
footprints of build!ngs built In 1998, 1999, and 2000 were subtracted from the origInal year 2000 surface. Transactions In 2002 used
Ihe 2002 surface for which elevaUons for footprints of new bulfdlngs built In 2001 and 2002 were added to the origInal year 2000
surface.

12 While some buildIngs may have vlew!ng decks on the roof, Ihls conventlon was used under Ihe assumptlon Ihat most people
would view from a vantage point about 10 feet below the maximum buildIng height.

13 An Important consIderation with thIs measure Is that It Is possible for some of the ocean area Interior to a termlnal1¥mlle arc
segment to not be part of the viewshed. For example, an observer at a 3-story resIdence located one+block from the oceanfront row
may have to "look over~ a 2-slory oceanfront residence or a 15-ft sand dune to see the ocean. This would visually obstruct Ihe near
shore ocean area so that viewable ocean area only becomes visible at some distance from the shoreHne. ThIs underscores the fact
that our view measure Is quaUtatively different from vlewshed. However, for our data the two measures are hIghly correlated to the
extent that they are effectively !denticalln aquantitative sense. Th!s will generally be the case for other sellings with linear
shorelines. We elected to use view due to it ease of Interpretation.
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derives directly from these attributes rather than consumption of the propet't)' itself (Lancaster 1966). If each

household owns only one residential propert)r the tmnsacted price should adjust to reflect the value of the

given bundle of property attributes relative to other available bundles. \'\Iith sufficient variation in each

attribute, the eguilibrium hedonic price function can be estimated and related to the marginal value of

homebuyers (Rosen 1974). The hedonic propel"!}r price method has an advantage over other assessment

technigues in that it makes use of actual market transactions to recover value est.imates for vadous non

market attributes.

Let S represent a matrix of structural characteristics such as age, number of bathrooms, and lot size. Let N

represent neighborhood characteristics such as distance to nearest central business district and distance to

nearest hurrkane evacuation route.. Let E represent environmental characteristics such as measures of coastal

amenities and risks. Given a vector of observed housing sales prices, R, the hedonic price function can be

written as:

R = R(S, N, E). (4)

The housing market is assumed to be in equilibrium, which requires that households optimize their residential

choice (determining S, N, and E) based on the exogenous price schedule for available housing in a market.

Estimation alld partial differentiation of the hedonic price function with respect to an attribute reveals the

average household's marginal willingness to pay for that attribute. Palmquist (2004) provides a useful

summary of the theoretical aspects of the hedonic price models.

\\fith the increasing availability of spatial data and anal}/sis methods, consideration of spatial dependence in

hedonic price models has received growing attention (Dubin 1988, Can 1992, Pace and GilIe}r 1997, Basll and

Thibodeau 1998, Bowen, lvIikclbank, nlld Presteganrd 2001, Patterson and Boyle 2002, Kim, Phipps, and

Anselin 2003). Spatial dependence in the hedonic pmpert)r models refers to the interdependence among

house sales prices due to common proxirnit)" Sales prices tend to cluster in space because houses in a

neighborhood share sirnilar location amenities (e.g., same access to public school, local government set"vices,

ancilleighborhood characteristics, etc) or because they have similar structural characteristics due to similar

timing of construction (e.g., alike design features, dwelling size, Hnd vintage, etc). If the relevant spatial

dependence is ignored in estimation of the hedonic ptice function, then the resliiting estimates could be

inefficient or even inconsistent, and any inferellce based the estimates may result in misleading conclusions.

The fit'st step in addressing spatial dependence in hedonic analysis is to create a spatial weights mattix, IW, that

reflects the structure of potential spatial interaction. The elements of the weights mattix arc binary indicators

that identify observations within a neighborhood: Wij = I when obse~'lations i andj are neighbors and Jl'ij = 0
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otherwise. By convention) the diagonal clements of the weights matrix arc set to zero and tow elements arc

standardized such that they sum to one) facilitating the interpretation of results derived from the weights

matrix as an avemgc of neighborhood values. 'fhe neighborhood is usuall}' dctermined by distance

contiguity-the binary indicator is set to (1) if two corresponding houses are within some specified distance

of one another.

In this study) we explore incorporating the spatial dependencc via a spatially Jagged dependent vadable.14 A

spatial-lag hedonic model assumes that the spatiall}' weighted sum of neighborhood housing prices cnters as

an explanatory variable in the specification of the hedonic price function:

R = AIWR + Sf! + Ny +B~ + e (5)

where.A is a spatial autoregressive parameter, IWR is the vector of spatially lagged dependent variables for

weights matrix IW, the vectors of p, y, and Iff arc regression coefficients, and G is a vector of independent and

identically distributed random error terms. Inclusion of the spatially lagged dependent variable induces a

correlation with the error tcrm. I-lence, the ordinary least squares estimator is biased and inconsistent. The

spatial autocorrelation coefficient Areflects the spatial dependence inherent in the sample data, measuring the

avemge influence of neighboring property values on the observed price vector R Estimating the spatial

autocorrelation coefficient in the spatial lag model (5) allows for the proper interpretation of other regression

coefficients after the spatial effects are corrected for or filtered out (Anselin and Bera 1998). The spatial-lag

model is particularly appropriate in measuring the extent of spatial spillovers or diffusions.

Estimating the marginal effects in the spatial-lag model is different from the tmditionallinear regression

models or the spatial-error models in that the spatial-lag rnodcl captures the induced effects reflected in

neighboring house prices. A marginal change in some characteristic affects the price of not only one house

via direct impact, but also the price of neighboring properties via an indirect effect represented by .A1I7R in (5).

That is) the total impact of a change in some housing characteristic on average price at one location is the

sum of direct impacts on that location plus induced impacts on the neighborhood, In this study, we are

particularly interested in estimating the marginal willingness to pay for coastal amenities and risk. Given the

(fJI'IEW).R
semilog functional form, the marginal effect of a change in vicw can be measmed by 1- A.. .15 For

14 Alternatively, a spatial-error hedonic model can be considered, which assumes that the spatial dependence arises
due to measurement errors or some omitted variables that vary spatially. A spatial autoregressive error process leads
to a nonzero error covariance. Robust Lagrange Multiplier (LM) tests showed no spatial error dependence (X2

""

0.309; p-valu" ~ 0.578) bUI iudiealed spatial lag depeudeuce (x'~ 3.695; p-value ~ 0.055).
15 The quanlily Jl(t - A) is known as the spatial mulllpller (Kim, PhIpps, and AnseUn 2003).
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distance to the nearest beach, which is log transformed, the marginal effect is defined as

(
fJOEACIf) ( R )
I-A BEACH

As suggested by Halvorsen and Palmquist (1980), the marginal willingness to pay

R . {exp(fJSFHA ) -I}
for the flood hazard risk dummy variable is calculated by 1- A. This approach for

calculating the rnarginal willingness to pay applies to other dummy variables for the existence of pier and

sound frontage.

VI. Results

Construction of the spatial weights matrix has been a matter of considerable arbitrariness, and a wide range of

suggestions has been offered in the .literature (Anselin and Bera 1998). The spatial weights matrix determines

the spatial extent that may share unobserved characteristics generating spatial dependence. \v/e experimented

with different weights matrices, and in our analysis we use a spatial weights matrix that identifies properties

within a 0.5 kilometer (1640 feet) as nonzero elements. This specification of the spatial weights matrix is

based on a comparison of the fits for several alternative models using a range of distances. The current

specification results in overall the best fit and the regression results reported hereafter arc based on the

distance cut-off of 0.5 kilometer.

Table 3 provides the result of the spatial-lag hedonic price model using the weights matrix ment.ioned

above. 16 The log of sales price is used as the dependent variable. \Y/e also usc a log transformation for the

distance-related variables such as the distance to nearest central business district and the distance to nearest

hurricane evacuation route. \Y/e use quadratic specifications for other non-dichotornous variables such as

number of bathrooms, age of house, and lot size. \Y/e experimented with several alternative specifications and

found that the prh)laty results are robust to alternative functional forms. Some flexible functional form

estimation methods such as Box-Cox transformation arc not readily available in the presence of spatial

dependence.

Estimation results show a significant spatial autoregressive coefficient (A = 0.115), suggesting that a spatial

dependencc in housing prices indeed exists. All regression coefficients have the expccted sign, with the

exception of age} and most coefficients are statistically significant at thc 10-percent level or better, with the

exception of the presence of square footage, hardwood flooring} a detached garage} a swimming pool}

16 The estimation is implemented within the GeoDa v.O.9.5-i (2004) environment in conjunction with ArcView GIS
3.3 extensions.
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whether assessors consider the house in "good condition") distance to the closest evacuation mute) and

dummy variables for location in Kurc Beach and 1997 sale year. The counter~intuitiveresults with respect to

age might be rdated to aspects of construction quality that have not been explicitly contmlled. Post-disaster

data suggests that older homes sustained less darnage than newer homes during Hurricane Andrew (Fronstin

and Holtmann 1994). If households perceive this difference, buyers may bid more for older homes as a form

of self-insurance. This would explain the counter-intuitive positive sign on age. For other variables, the

quadrat.ic specifications seem to capture the diminishing rnarginal effects of number of bathrooms and lot

size.

Regression coefficients for coastal amenity variables-l,;eJIJ, distance to nearest beach, and dummy variables

foJ' sound fmntage and presence of pier-have expected signs and are statistically significant (p < 0.0001 for

all coefficients except pier, for which p ::: 0.053). Since our analysis does not account for emsion risk, the

panlll'ICter estimate of distance to nearest beach should reflect two aspects of coastal location-ease of access

to the shore for recreation and leisure activities and the degree of erosion risk t.he property faces due to

proximit)' to the oceanfmnt. Intuition would suggest opposing signs on these two effects; we interpret the

negative coefficient on /"(BEACH) as the net effect of these two attributes. \V,Ie cannot isolate the value of

nccess fmm emsion risk because in New Hanover County these both of these attributes valY only with

distnnce from the shore-precisely the contention of Hallstrom and Smith (2005). However, we believe that,
this problem is somewhat unique to our dataset, as historical erosion rates usually vary along the shoreline,17

Location within a flood dsk area lowers property value significantly. Considering the spatinl multipliet effect,

the location within a SFHA zone lowers property values by approximately 11 % (statistically significant at p <

0.05).

Table 4 reports the estimated marginal willingness to pay (\'\fTP) for coastal amenities (IJicm, distance to

nearest beach, existence of pier and sound frontage) nnd flood risk. A bootstrapping pmcedure is used to

generate confidence intervals for the mnrginal wjJJingness to pay (Krinsky and Robb 1986). The pmccdure

genemtes 5,000 random variables from the distribution of the estimated pnrameters and computes 5,000

rnnrginal \VTP estimates. The marginal \'\1TP estimates arc sorted in ascending order, and the 950/0

confidence bounds are found by dropping the top and bottom 2.5%. of the estimates. \Y/e find that mean

\VfP to increase the 1!ieJJl by one degree is $995, with lower and upper 95% confidence interval estimates of

$580 and $1,432, respecthrely. To our knowledge, this is the first empirical estimate of the value of a view

that (i) is based on a continuous view measure, (ii) is derived using GIS procedures in an objective and

replicable manner, and (iii) takes vnrious obstructions, such ns the built environment, topography, and

veget.ntion, into account and nttempts to control for how such things change over time.

17 ThIs aspect remaIns an Important topic for future research.
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Decreasing distance to nearest beach by ten yards results in $854 increase in average property value, (delis

pmihus. The 950/0 lower bound and upper bounds for \XITP for proximity are $470 and $1,253, respectively.

Since erosion risk is not accounted in our hedonic price nlOdel, this \X1TP estimate reflects a negative /Jet value

for distance from the shore, taking access and erosion risk into account, This estimate ofW'TP for distance is

likel}' to be a biased estirnate for the value of access if erosion risk reduces households' bid values for coastal

propeny. One would require separate estimates of erosion risk and proximity to identify the value of access.

In rnany coastal housing markets, there is likeI}, to be sufficient variation in erosion risk along the shoreline to

support such au analysis. Mean \'(ITP for sound frontage (a pier) is $141,022 ($51,944) with a lower bound of

$82,627 ($221) and upper bound of$211,972 ($114,154) for the 95% confidence interval. Lastly, we find tllat

the rnean \\lTP to avoid the location in SFHA is $36,082, with a lower bound and upper bound of $1 ,896 and

$66,665, respectively. This estimate is roughly similar to what has been estimated for inland properties

(McDonald et al. 1990; Bin 'md Polasky 2(04).

VII. Conclusions
The asses:o;ment of ri~k factors within a non-market context is an important step in evaluating whether agents

recognize and the degree to which market forces internalize environmental hazard risks. Analysis of property

markets in the coastal zone has indicated a high degree of correlation between amenities and risk factors (Bin,

Kruse, and Landry 2005; Hallstrom and Smith 2005). This correlation can complicate estimation of hedonic

property models, but need not necessitate more sophisticated approaches, such as the repeat sales model and

qua:o;i-random experiment/differenee-in-difference approach of Hallstrom and Smith. \Y/e show that

incorporating the multiple dimensions of coastal amenities and risk factors can provide the necessary

variation that allows identification.

The question remains as to what approach should be preferred and unde!" what circumstances. If one wishes

to capture the effect of disaster events on household risk perceptions) then a repeat sales model offers distinct

advantages in that sales that bracket the event should reflect changing risk perceptions. !\'Ioreover, using sales

that do not bracket the event to control for other temporal trends and making use of a "near miss)) event to

atternpt to isolate the effect of information from other effects that disasters have on the market are notable

innovations; Hallstrom and Smith ate to be commended. Nonetheless, there arc some potential problems

with this approach.

First of all, the repeat sales model is predicated on the assumption of no change in any unob:o;ervable

components of the property; the identWcation strategy presumes a single unknown for each property. Our

approach to addressing amenities involves objective quantification of view-a property attribute that can

change over time. In order to provide a reasonable c:o;timate of view over time, one must trace through the
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building history of a site. This requires the construction of multiple topographical surfaces that reflect

buildings and infrastructure in an}' given period. The building history of our site exhibited significant

temporal variation in viewsheds. \\lhite Hallstrom and Smith claim some evidence that unobservable

characteristics of properties in their dataset are not changing over time, the assumption that view amenities

are constant is not supported in oUt' datayl And generally, one may not be willing to (and perhaps should

not) make this assumption.

An example helps to illustrate the potential problem. A hurricane H ncar miss!} can change buyers and sellers

perceptions of hurricane dsk. Ignoring appreciation, this may diminish the price at which a property sells in

comparison to its pl'evious, pre-hurricane price. However, if development in the coastnl zone leads to an

increase in the heights or density of surrounding properties in the intervening period, the view may dirninish

as weU. \Vithout accounting for view, part (or all) of the effect of a change in view may be attributable to the

(fncar,miss" information event:. \\lhite controlling for differences over time (sales that bracket the event and

those that do not) and space (in and out of the SFHA) helps to alleviate this potential problem, the

difference-in-difference approach will not necessarily control for this if development patterns or other factors

that may affect view differ over these same temporal and spatial dimensions.

Our second point is simply an observation. \X!hile it is generally recognized that disaster events will impact

risk perceptions, it is also true that these risk perceptions are continuously evolving 0'IcClusky and Rausser

2001). One can expect that property values in risky areas may dip significantly in the wake of new

information on hazard risk, but property values will often recover somewhat ove1' time (robin and Newton

1986; Tobin and Montz 1994; Gayet) Hamilton, and Viscusi 2000i McClusky and Rausser 2001). Indeed)

Hallstrom and Srnith find that home values in SFHA areas affected by the "ncar miss" event do recover over

time in comparison to those houses outside the SFHA. It is possible that buyers and sellers may over-react to

risk information vis-a-vis other types of information about propctt)' in the time period immediately following

a disaster event. As such) the time period immediately following an information event is likely to be marked

by errors in optimization as perceptions are evolving. Should this period of adjustrnent be used to IHake

assessments about the value of risk, or should some later period be the object of focus by research? \Vhen do

perceptions become stable and uinformed H ? Theory currently provides little guidance on these questions.

The use of an exogenous shock to the market to identify changing information conditions creates a

conceptual problem because agents must adjust to the new infonnation, and the adjustment process is not

16 Our approach quantified views for each parcel that were specific to the topography present at the year of sale thereby accounting
for the effects of newly built structures over Ume, For comparison, we quantified view using lhe year 2000 topography for all parcels
sold during 1995-2002. About 28% of houses with a view using our annual specific approach experienced a change in amounts of
view when using the year 2000 topography. The mean absolute value of change was 12,3 degrees with a maximum change of
73.1 degrees. We take this as evidence that view amenltles can change and did Indeed change for our sample. This suggests the
Importance of GIS approaches to quantifying view amenities. For coastal regions experiencing minimal development. the dynamic
nalure of view amenllles may be less relevant.
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fully understood. :Moreover, if the values of these properties fully recover over some time span (relative to

some control group), what docs this imply about agent's ability to perceive risk and the markets ability to

adjust? In taking the multiple dimensions of risk and hazards into account when formulating the hedonic

price model, our approach relics on equilibrium in the housing market. To the extent that the assumption of

equilibrium is justified, this approach obviates the need to address the adjustment process.

W/e find evidence of positive correlation between coastal amenities and flood hazatd but sufficient variation

in these attributes across multiple dirnensions of space as to produce robust estimates, with one exception.

There is no variation in emsion risk (i.e. historical erosion rates) along the shoreline for our sample, thus we

arc not able to identify the effect of coastal erosion risk on property values. \'(/e believe that this limitation is

peculiar to our dataset, and not likely to be found in other housing markets on the east and gulf coast of the

U.S. The innovation we offer is an amenity n1easurc, produced with GIS, that offers an objective assessment

of ocean view taking into account \'arious rnan-made and natural obsthlctions surrounding a property and

how these obstructions change over time. This amenity measure varies over three dimensions. Since flood

risk Oocation within a SFI-fA) also vnries over three dimensions, the two measures need not be perfectl}' (or

nearly perfectly) correlated. Our results indicate that the mean willingness to pay to increase lJielJJ by one

degree is $995. Flood risk significantl}' reduces property values, by roughly 110/0, and the \VTP to avoid the

location within a SFHA zone is $36,082. This result is similar to that found in previous resenrch on inland

flood risks.

Nonetheless, the perfect correlation argument of Hallstrom nnd Smith does appl}f to proximity to the shore

and erosion risk in our dataset. The inability to identify erosion risk changes our interpretation of the

rnarginal implicit price of distance from the shore-in our case, this price should reflect both the value of

access and the effect of erosion risk (which increases with proximity to the shore). The mean willingness to

pay to reduce the distance to nearest beach by ten yards is $854, (eleds ptUilJIIs. Lastl}f, mean \'(/TP for sound

frontage is $141,022, and mean WTP for a pier on the property is $51,944.

Gur measure of ocean view provides an objective replicable measure b}f which researchers can disentangle

coastal amenities a~d risks. The GIS-based measure tJiem represents an improvement over the past empirical

work that mainly relied on the binary indicators of ocean frontage or subjective rneasures of view quality (e.g.,

Kulshreshtha and Gillies 1993; Lansford and Jones 1995; Benson et al. 1998). The limitation of our view

measures pertains to the usc of a I-mile distance threshold. Using increasingl}' larger distances will necessaril}'

cause man}' of the lJiell'values, particularly those one or two blocks renlOved fmin the oceanfront, to increase

as larget fields of view become visible due to the "looking over" phenornenon. Parcels located farthest from

the oceanfront having a zero IJieJP using the I-mile threshold will likely maintain a zero Idem with larger
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thresholds. Other parcels at intermedhte locations rnay transition initially from zero 14m' to positive values at

large.' thresholds. \Y/e note that the special case of ocean view for linear barrier island beach parcels prohibits

the value of lJie}J) from decreasing at gl'eatet distance thresholds as it can only remain stable or increase until

the distance threshold reaches the horizon. This is not the case for complex shorelines or inland settings

where hill and valley topography can cause lJieJII to either increase or decrease with distance. Ernpirically, the

effects of inaeasing (or decreasing) the distance threshold on the variability and subsequent parametef

estimates for our 14ew measure arc uncertain. These effects can be empirically determined but at substantial

computational expense.

The threshold consideration also speaks to the theoretical issue of scale dependent relationships. For

example, are there scale ranges over which relationships hold; or, are there scale thresholds at which

relationships change? \Y'/e selected the 1~mile distance due in part to the fact that the few hedonic studies

using GIS-based approaches to measure view used this or similar distances. Frain a practical perspective,

viewshed calculation is a computationally expensive process that inaeases non-linearly with larger distance

thresholds. This is particularly felevant with our data which uses fine resolution (5-foot pixel) elevation data

which required twelve hours of processing time on a 2.4 Ghz Pentium IV PC to construct the 14mJ measure.

Analysis of scale dependencies is important both empirically and theoretically but is beyond the scope of this

study. Future work can potentially address this topic using hedonic models that incorporate multiple lJimJ

measures for incrementally spaced distance thresholds extending below and above the I-mile distance. This

would allow for differential valuation of lJieJJJ along a gradient of proximal to distant views.
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Table I
Definition and Summary Statistics for Variables

Variable Definition Mean Std. Dev.

PRICE House sales price adjusted to 2002 dollars 297967.980 347437.300

CAROLINA Carolina Beach township (~ I) 0.395 0.489

KURE Kure Beach township (~ I) 0.337 0.473

WRIGHTS Wrightsville Beach township (~ I) 0.171 0.377

FlGEIGHT Fignre Eight Island township(~ I) 0.097 0.296

YRI995 House Sales in 1995 (~ I) 0.080 0.271

YRI996 House Sales in 1996 (~ I) 0.067 0.250

YRI997 House Sales in.l997 (~I) 0.091 0.288

YRI998 House Sales in 1998 (~ I) 0.121 0.326

YRI999 House Sales in 1999 (~I) 0.117 0.322

YR2000 House Sales in 2000 (~ I) 0.116 0.321

YR2001 House Sales in 2001 (~ I) 0.170 0.376

YR2002 Honse Sales in 2002 (~ I) 0.237 0.426

AGE Age of house 22.058 20.186

BATHRM Number 0'[ bathrooms 2.491 1.173

SQFT Total stmcture square footage 1784.080 884.541

LOTSIZE Total lot size measured in square feet 9235.220 10431.000

AlRCOND Central air conditioning (= I) 0.896 0.306

FlREPLCE Fireplace (~ I) 0.487 0.500

MULTISTR Multistory house (~ I) 0.447 0.497

HDWDFLR Hardwood floor (~ I) 0.084 0.277

DETGAR Detached garage (~ I) 0.039 0.194

POOL Swimming pool (~ I) 0.032 0.175

GOODCOND Good condition (~ I) 0.152 0.359

EVACRTE
Distance in feet to the nearest hurricane evacuation

3188.420 5037.080
route/major highways

CBD Distance ill feet to downtown \Vihnington 71930.730 14709.660

VIEW
Viewshed measured by the degree of ocean view in

18.365 41.666
one mile distance

BEACH Distance in feet to the nearest beach 1742.560 1366.320

SOUND On sound front (~ I) 0.158 0.365

PIER Pier (~ I) 0.095 0.293

On Special Flood Hazard Area from the Federal
SFHA Emergency Management Agency Q3 Flood Map (= 0.453 0.498

I)
Note: Number of observations is 1075.
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Table 2
COlTclaHons Coefficients among Coastal Amenities and Sllccial Flood Hazard Risk

Variable BEACH SFHA

In parentheses are the p-va'nes assuming the null hypotheses that

VIEW

BEACH

Noles: Number of observalious is 1075.
the correlation coefficients are zero.

-0.43499
(0.0001)
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Table 3
Maximulll Likelihood Estimation of the Spatial Lag Hedonic Price Model

Variable Coefficient Siandard Error

BATHRM

BATHRM'

LAMBDA(1..)

CONSTANT

KURE

WRIGHTS

FIGEIGHT

YRI996

YRI997

YRI998

YRI999

YR2000

YR2001

YR2002

AGE

AGE'

0.114656

18.700330

0.059847

0.425590

0.387782

0.202832

0.103273

0.179238

0.277144

0.301931

0.290294

0.401085

0.018373

-0.000252

0.296027

-0.028684

SQFT 0.000029

SQFT' 0.000021

LOTSIZE 0.000010

LOTSIZE' -0.003487

AIRCOND 0.201767

FIREPLCE 0.115396

MULTlSTR 0.102600

HDWDFLR 0.003305

DETGAR 0.098230

POOL 0.063704

GOODCOND 0.065039

IIl(EVACRTE) -0.023042

IIl(CBD) -0.742626

VIEW 0.002957

IIl(BEACH) -0.147332

SOUND 0.349963

PIER 0.143529

SFHA -0.113402

Akaikc IC 1581.400

Log Likelihood -756.698

0.049429

4.419309

0.068318

0.181895

0.129048

0.079442

0.073560

0.068897

0.069162

0.069596

0.065056

0.062064

0.003201

0.000045

0.065270

0.008968

0.000073

0.000103

0.000005

0.005020

0.059521

0.035515

0.041291

0.056588

0.080808

0.091142

0.048129

0.015010

0.374364

0.000636

0.033956

0.065531

0.074067

0.056003

0.020362

0.000023

0.381030

0.019297

0.002657

0.010674

0.160339

0.009281

0.000062

0.000014

0.000008

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000006

0.001382

0.694468

0.837590

0.038575

0.487324

0.000700

0.001157

0.012963

0.953419

0,224139

0.484577

0.176582

0.124761

0.047289

0.000003

0.000014

0.000000

0.052646

0.042876

Notes: Number of observations is 1075. Dependent variable is the log of sales price. Category omitted for township
is Carolina Beach, and omitted sales year is 1995.
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Table 4
Marginal \ViIIlngncss to Pay for Coastal Amenities and Spedal Flood Hazard Risk
Variable Marginal Willingness to Pay ($)

95% Lower Bound Mean 95% Upper Bound
VIEW

BEACH
SOUND

PIER

SFHA

579.93 995:31 1432.12

469.56 853.67 1252.78

82627.01 141022.21 211971.85

220.72 51944.01 114153.81

-66665.42 -36081.73 -1896.48
Notes: The marginal willingness to pay for VIEW and BEACI-] are evaluated at the observed meau
values. A marginal change of the view is defined as one degree increase in the ocean view in one mile
distance. A marginal change in the distance to nearest beach is defined as a ten-yard decrease. The
marginal willingness to pay for dummy variable is calculated by following Halvorsen and Palmquist
(1980). A bootstrapping procedure is used to generate 95% confidence intervals for the marginal
willingncss to pay (Krinsky and Robb 1986). The reported confidence intervals are based on 5,000 sets
of random parameter vectors from the distribution of the estimated parameters.
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Figure 1. Beach Communities in New Hanover County, North eamUna, USA

Notes: The study area covers four primary beach communities - Carolina Beach, Figure Eight Island,
Kure Beach, and Wrightsville Beach - along the Atlanlic Coast of New Hanover County, North Carolina.
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Figure 2. Coastal Topography and Ocean Viewshed fOI" an Example Pal"eel

Notes: Dark shaded "peaks" indicate building stmctures or vegetation canopy. Wetland topography on
the sound side is evident in the foreground of the left image. White regions located over the ocean
represent areas visible from an example parcel whose location is indicated by the white raised bar. The
parcel's bar height does not represent the actual elevation of the parcel's observation point.
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Figure 3. Illustration of Ocean Viewshed fOl' Two Example Parcels

Notes: Parcell located on the ncean front has a large, contiguous viewshed. Parcel 2 located one row
back from the ocean front, has a small fragmented viewshed. Darker shades indicate higher elevation,
and individual bnilding footprints are visually evident.
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